50	Poetry and Contemplation
It is very prominent; and it would, I think, be fair to say
of the intelligent critic that what he is sometimes prising
Is the whole complex experience, with the visual images'
in the foreground—images visual still, but impregnated
with suggestions that are not visual. And that is a right
object for praise, even though other readers cannot ex-
perience the line or poem in exactly the same perspective
or with the same emphasis* Moreover, we should not ask
the critic to qualify, every time, what he says about any
particular quality, by a caveat that it is only one element,
and takes effect through the co-operation of other ele-
ments, indistinctly known to him. It would be intolerable
if he did so, and the reader must be trusted to interpret his
meaning in a particular passage in the light of his general
attitude and method as a critic.
We may safely conclude that, for a reader of poetry,
a general deficiency as regards vividness and delicacy of
images is a serious defect: I say a 'general* deficiency,
for, as indicated above, there are many different kinds of
Image, and those who suffer a deficiency in one kind may
have a compensating strength in another.
As to the abnormal case of the imageless reader, let us
assume that his image-substitutes are equal in power with
Images, and are capable of producing an equally strong
emotional reaction. Even so, the emotion, though equal
in strength, could not be the same in quality, for the
•emotion roused by a vivid image is imbued with its
unique character, Dr Richards treats the poetic image'as
if it merely touched a bell and set it ringing, instead d
giving, if not the whole tone, at least a particular quality
of tone, to the bell's	':

